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Preface 

Products can be certified for P-marking by RISE Research Institutes of Sweden. 
Issue of a certificate is subject to establishment that the product meets the 
requirements of relevant standards, regulations etc., and that the manufacturer 
operates an approved inspection regime and quality control system. 
 
This document sets out the rules for certification, product requirements and 
requirements in respect of ongoing surveillance of fire resisting cabinets 
  
The  requirements concerning surveillance as set out in Sections 4 and 5, have been 
drawn up by RISE. The technical requirements as set out in Section 3 are based on 
standards issued by CEN and SIS (Standardisation bodies). Certification, as 
described in Section 2, is performed by RISE Certification. 
 
Continuous inspection involves inspection by the manufacturer and surveillance 
inspection by RISE. Surveillance inspection is carried out through visits to the 
manufacturer, and involves assessment of the manufacturer's FPC. In addition, 
samples of the finished products may be taken for testing in order to verify that the 
manufacturer's FPC is operating as intended. 
 
The certification rules are based on current standards, but may be revised in future, 
e.g. to harmonise them with European or international standards.  Revision may 
also be necessary if new regulations are introduced or if a need for such revision is 
shown by the results of experience of application of the rules.   
 
This version of the rules replaces the previous version (issued under the name SP 
Technical Research Institute of Sweden), dated April 2016.  
 
Borås, May 2017 
 
RISE Research Institutes of Sweden AB 
Certification   
 
 
 
 
Anders Sjelvgren 
 
 
SPCR 002 
Borås 2017 
 
Postal address: 
Box 857  
SE-501 15 BORÅS 
Sweden 
 
Telephone  +46 10 516 50 00 
E-mail:  info@ri.se 
Internet:     www.ri.se  

mailto:info@ri.se
http://www.ri.se/
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1. Introduction 

1.1 General 
Certification involves confirmation by an independent third party that a product 
fulfils requirements set out in standards or some other form of specification. 
Certification by RISE is performed by RISE Certification, a department that is 
separate from the testing and inspection departments.  It answers to a certification 
board, whose members are drawn from across the range of industry areas involved.  
The board can appoint expert groups for various product areas, e.g. as technical 
working parties.  Certification of products by RISE is performed in accordance with 
SS-EN ISO/IEC 17065. 
 
Products which, after an initial evaluation - which includes testing and other 
aspects - show that they fulfil specified requirements can be certified by RISE.  This 
certification is confirmed by issue of a certificate, one of the rights of which is 
usually permission (under licence) to use a certification symbol.  Ongoing 
inspection/surveillance, consisting of the manufacturer's FPC procedures and RISE 
surveillance inspection, ensures that the requirements relating to the product 
continue to be fulfilled during the validity period of the certificate. 
 

1.2 Scope 
These certification rules apply for determination of the fire resistance of fire 
resisting cabinets and boxes intended for storage of paper, diskettes, video tapes 
etc.  In the rest of this document, use of the term 'cabinet' shall be taken also to 
include boxes. 
 
These certification consists of the following moments 

1. Evaluation of the product(s). 
2. Initial assessment of the manufacturers FPC followed by yearly audits of 

the FPC. Follow-up tests on selected samples every fifth year. 
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2. Conditions for certification of fire 
resisting cabinets 

2.1 The certification process  

2.1.1 General 
The certification consists of an evaluation of the products performances and of its 
manufacturer's FPC procedures.  When the requirements are fulfilled, and a 
written agreement between the manufacturer and RISE about the extent of the 
surveillance inspection is signed, a certificate can be issued. The certificate is valid 
provided that the products continue to fulfil the requirements and that the ongoing 
inspection continues to operate correctly. Certified products may be marked with 
RISE P-mark. 

• Technical requirements, requirement for the continuous inspection and 
marking requirements are described in chapter 3 

• Requirements regarding the manufacturer´s FPC and the surveillance 
inspection is described in chapters 4 and 5. 

• Other terms and conditions are set out in Section 6. 

2.1.2  Application 
Application for certification shall be submitted in writing, and shall be accompanied 
by:  

• technical data as specified in 3.2 
• a description of the manufacturer's FPC procedures 
• proposal for marking, as set out in Section 3.4  
• In addition, for safes, a certificate confirming that the safes fulfil the 

requirements in EN 1143-1 is required. 

2.1.3 Review of application 
When reviewing the application, RISE checks that the application is complete and 
that the application can be handled within RISE certification scope. The review may 
mean that the RISE cannot accept the assignment, which is then communicated to 
the customer with a justification. 
If the application is adopted, this is communicated to the customer through an 
order confirmation being sent to the customer. An evaluation plan is prepared, if it 
does not already exist. When a standard is followed, this largely represents the 
evaluation plan. If a subcontractor must be engaged, this is communicated to the 
customer. The customer is entitled to object to the selected subcontractor. 

2.1.4 Test samples 
The customer is encouraged to send test samples to the extent that the evaluation 
plan requires. The number of samples are normally stated in the applied standard. 
When the certification shall cover a range of sizes, testing of samples in different 
sizes can be necessary. A template is available, where all sizes are filled in and it can 
be calculated which size(s) shall be tested to cover the whole range.  

2.1.5 Evaluation 
During the evaluation process, the product is checked to ensure it has been 
manufactured in accordance with the technical data, and that it meets the 
requirements that the standard or specification requires. The evaluation process 
includes tests and examinations that are carried out to the extent that the 
specification requirements and/or evaluation plan specifies. In some cases, 
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previous test results can be used for evaluation. The requirements for these tests 
include that they should have been carried out by an accredited independent 
testing laboratory. The evaluation includes a review of labelling and information to 
the user etc. In cases where the product and/or documentation shows deficiencies, 
i.e. does not meet the requirements, the evaluation may be cancelled.  
 
The evaluation process also includes an initial assessment of the manufacturers 
FPC. 
 
If the results of the evaluation show that the product and documentation meet the 
requirements of the specification, the process proceeds to review and decision.     

2.1.6 Review and decision 
The evaluation work is reviewed, and following successful results, the process 
proceeds to the decision phase. When a decision on certification has been taken, a 
certificate is issued and delivered to the customer. 

2.1.7  Period of validity  
The validity of the certificate is normally five years.  Depending on the content of 
reports from surveillance inspection, and other factors, the validity time may be 
extended after application from the holder of the certificate. 

2.2 Changes to certified products 
Note that no changes may be made to the certified product, without this being 
assessed and approved by RISE. The manufacturer must therefore notify RISE of 
any planned change to the certified product. Along with this notification, a 
description of the changes along with the addition of the technical data is attached. 
RISE will then assess what measures need to be made in order for the certificate to 
remain in force after such changes have been made. The assessment may result in 
additional tests having to be performed. In this case, the manufacturer must be 
notified thereof and may then also be given a price quotation for this. If the result 
of the change means that the certificate is still valid, the certificate is revised with 
the new data.  

2.3 Extension of validity period for the certificate 
issued.  

At the end of the validity period, the period may be extended for a maximum of five 
years at a time. Applications for renewal are to be made in writing, at least 6 
months before the end of the validity period. For the application, an assessment is 
made of the measures required for the extension. If no changes are made to the 
regulations, specifications, etc. the certificate can be extended without any further 
action, provided, of course, that the product is unchanged relative to the original 
certification or the latest revision. The applicant must certify that no changes have 
been made. Another requirement is that the surveillance inspections has been 
prformed as scheduled and with approved results. This includes that a sample test 
has been performed during the period. See 5.2. 
If after all changes are made to the product, or are planned, the application must be 
supplemented with details about this. This may result in additional assessments 
and/or tests needing to be performed.  In this case, the manufacturer must be 
notified thereof and may then also be given a price quotation for this. 
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3. Requirements  

3.1  Technical Requirements 

3.1.1 Type testing and requirements  
Cabinets are divided into 17 classes, depending on the temperature rises and 
relative humidity inside the cabinet, fire resistance time and test method.  
Classification is as shown in the following table. 
 
Fire resistance  

class 1) 

Maximum permissible 
temperature rise inside 
the cabinet (°C) 
 

Maximum permissible 
relative humidity inside the 
cabinet (%) 
 

Test 
method 

S 60 P 
150 

No requirement  
No requirement  

EN 1047-1:2005 2) 

S 120 P 
S 60 D 

50 
85 

S 120 D 
S 60 DIS 

30 
S 120 DIS 
NT FIRE 017 - 60 Paper 

150 

 
No requirement 
 

 
 
NT FIRE 017  
edition 3 
 

NT FIRE 017 - 90 Paper 
NT FIRE 017 - 120 Paper 
NT FIRE 017 - 60 Data 

50 NT FIRE 017 - 90 Data 
NT FIRE 017 - 120 Data 
NT FIRE 017 - 60 Diskette 

30 NT FIRE 017 - 90 Diskette 
NT FIRE 017 - 120 Diskette 
LFS 30 P 

150 No requirement EN 15659:2009 2) 

LFS 60 P 

1) The numerals (60/90/120) indicate the time in minutes for which the 
temperature requirements are fulfilled.  
2) Certification for EN 1047-1 and EN 15659 is NOT performed under 
accreditation.  
 
Inserts for data media can be tested separately, using test method SP Method 1716  
Fire resistance  

class 1) 

Maximum permissible 
temperature rise inside 
the insert (°C) 
 

The fire resistance class of 
the insert presupposes that  
the insert is placed inside a 
cabinet with the fire 
resistance class: 

Test 
method 

NT FIRE 017 - 60 Data 50 
NT FIRE 017 - 60 Paper 

SP Method 1716 
edition 2 

NT FIRE 017 - 60 Diskette 30 
NT FIRE 017 - 90 Data 50 

NT FIRE 017 - 90 Paper 
NT FIRE 017 - 90 Diskette 30 
NT FIRE 017 - 120 Data 50 

NT FIRE 017 - 120 Paper 
NT FIRE 017 - 120 Diskette 30 

1) The numerals (60/90/120) indicate the time in minutes for which the 
temperature requirements are fulfilled.  
 

3.1.2 Application of test results 
Test results are applicable for cabinets other than those tested (e.g. other sizes), in 
accordance with the rules set out in the respective test method. 
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3.2  Technical data 
The application for certification shall be companied by technical data as specified 
below  
 
• Test report(s)  
• If historical data shall be used, the applicant shall submit a test report for the 

product concerned that shows that the product meets the technical 
requirements as set out in Chapter 3. The report must not be older than 2 
years at the time of application unless the product has been in an inspection 
program in accordance with Section 3.3. The testing must be performed by 
an independent laboratory accredited for the method in question. The 
laboratory shall be approved by RISE Certification. 

• a filled in template with all sizes and weights (an exel-sheet, available from 
RISE) 

• Product description. Drawings and other documents shall contain:   
• a view of the cabinet from the front, together with horizontal and vertical 

sections;  
• detail sections showing connections between the door and the inner and 

outer shells; 
• detail section(s) through the lock; 
• positions of the locking bolts, lock casings and hinges;  
• methods of joining parts, e.g. spot welding or adhesive bonding;  
• information on all materials and components used.  As appropriate, this list 

shall contain details of materials, constituents, product names, qualities, 
densities, thermal conductivity at room temperature (20-25 °C) and 
dimensions.  In the case of materials enclosed in packets, details shall be 
given of the number of packets, weight per packet and description of the 
packaging;  

• the weight of the cabinet(s);  
• the product name or other identification; 
• a drawing, photo or equivalent of the marking  
• the drawings shall show all dimensions, together with a drawing name or 

number, date and latest revision date. Non-certified products shall not be 
shown on the drawings, unless it is clearly stated that they are not certified. 

3.2 Requirement for continuous inspection 
Continuous inspection shall ensure that certified products continue to fulfil the 
requirements in these certification rules.  It shall consist of the manufacturer's FPC, 
as described in Section 4, complemented by surveillance inspection, performed by 
RISE, as described in Section 5. 
 
The extent of the surveillance inspection shall be agreed and set out in an written 
agreement between the manufacturer/importer and RISE.  
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3.3 Marking 
Products entitled to display RISE certification symbol shall also show information 
on the the number of the certificate, product name or other identification, fire 
resistance class, identification of the testing method or standard and serial number 
or equivalent of the product.  Marking shall be legible, durable and applied to the 
inside of the cabinet.   
 
 

                 
 
RISE certification symbol (P-mark) 
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4. Manufacturer's Factory Production 
Control, FPC 

The manufacturer shall operate FPC procedures to ensure that products displaying 
the P-symbol fulfil the requirements in these certification rules.  These inspection 
procedures shall be described in a quality manual or corresponding document, and 
shall fulfil the requirements set out in this section.  If the manufacturer has an 
ISO 9001 quality system that has been certified by an accredited certification body, 
this can be regarded as fulfilling the following requirements in respect of 
organisation, management review, document control, control of nonconforming 
products, corrective actions, handling of finished products and complaints. 
 
See CR000, General certification rules for certification of products, for details. In 
addition to this the following vill be applied: 
 
Finished products shall be inspected to the extent regarded as necessary in order 
to ensure that they fulfil the specified requirements.  Manufacturers shall inspect 
at least two cabinets per week in respect of weights and dimensions (thicknesses of 
doors, side walls, base, back and top).  Importers shall perform the same inspections 
on at least two cabinets of each type in each received batch.  The maximum 
permissible deviation shall be specified in the technical documentation. As a 
guideline ±10 % for weight and -3 % for dimensions can be accepted. 
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5. RISE surveillance inspection 

5.1 Execution  
Surveillance inspection will be carried out at least once a year in the form of a visit, 
of which prior warning will not necessarily be given, by RISE to the manufacturer. 
The manufacturer shall provide unrestricted access to RISE representative for 
performance of the surveillance inspection. 
 
On these visits, RISE will inspect to determine whether the manufacturer's 
described inspection procedures are operating as intended, and will perform 
testing and inspection as described in Section 5.2. 
 
If the manufacturer has a quality management system that is certified by an 
accredited inspection body, RISE examination of the manufacturer's own 
inspection procedures can normally be limited to examination of records and audit 
reports.  Testing and inspection will be carried out as described below in Section 
5.2. 
 
Testing and inspection may be performed to a different extent, depending on the 
type and results of surveillance inspection.  This will be set out in the agreement on 
surveillance inspection.  

5.2 Testing and inspection 
Sample testing will normally be performed every fifth year. If a manufacturer has 
several certified types of cabinets/safes, random samples may be taken.  If the 
number of certified types of cabinets/safes exceeds ten, two cabinets/safes will be 
selected, while if the number exceeds 20, then three will be selected.  For these 
purposes, 'type of cabinet' shall be taken to include cabinets that have been 
certified on the basis of results from the same test occasion. 
 
On each inspection visit, RISE will select at least one cabinet for inspection of 
weight, dimensions, and all other relevant properties, based on the specification in 
the technical file.  The dimension that will always be checked are the thicknesses of 
doors, side walls, tops, backs and bases. 

5.3 Surveillance inspection failure 
If the manufacturer's own inspection procedures fail inspection testing and/or 
examination, the reasons for this failure shall be investigated.  The investigation 
may result in a new surveillance visit, retesting or failure of the manufacturer's own 
inspection procedures.  

5.4 Reporting 
The results of surveillance inspection visits shall be reported in writing to the 
manufacturer and - if the holder of the certificate is some party other than the 
manufacturer - also to the holder of the certificate. 
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6. Other terms and conditions 

See CR000 General certification rules for certification of products 
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7. References 

• NT FIRE 017, Edition 3, Filing cabinets, data cabinets and diskette cabinets:  
Fire resistance.  Published by NORDTEST.  
 

• EN 1047-1:2005,  Secure storage units - Classification and methods of test 
for resistance to fire - Part 1: Data cabinets and diskette inserts 
 

• SP Method 1716 Edition 2, Testing of fire resistance of data media inserts. 
 

• EN 1143-1:2012 Secure storage units - Requirements, classification and 
methods of test for resistance to burglary - Part 1: Safes, ATM safes, 
strongroom doors and strongrooms 
 

• SS-EN ISO/IEC 17065, Certification bodies - General requirements relating 
to certification of products.  
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• EN 15569:2009 Secure storage units - Classification and methods of test 
for resistance to fire - Light fire storage units 
 

• CR000 General certification rules for certification of products 
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